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26 French language lessons per week Achieving a good level of French and obtaining a French diploma or international French certification (DILF DELF, DALF,TCF) Preparing diplomas in French issued by the Ministry of National Education and passing official tests in French in alliance Francaise de Montpellier get the best results in French tests and French
exams. 20 general French lessons and 6 lessons per week of routine exam preparation. You are consolidating your communication and communication skills in French in general French courses - the acquisition of language structures and methodical practice of expression and understanding, oral and written you will prepare for DELF B1, DELF B2 or DALF
C1 or TCF as part of individual seminars to prepare for exams 6 45-minute lessons per week. Six lessons per week are organized into 3 sessions of 2 lessons. The skills of written understanding, oral understanding and written expression are the subject of individual work in autonomy (2 sessions) without the intervention of a teacher. Oral expression (1
session) works in a small group led by your teacher. Regular situations and white exams. registration in DILF, DELF or DALF, transfer of TCF to alliance Francaise de Montpellier. Plus: The right formula for preparing and getting formal certification for your language level that you can promote in your studies or work. Opportunity to put TCF in place - Alliance
Francaise de Montpellier is the official examination center of the TCF, approved by the CIEP-International Center for Educational Research. Our opinion: whether you are a student or a professional, confirming your level of French will allow you to change the situation in your studies or for your international career. This course will prepare you and allow you to
take the official French exams, which will allow you to improve your skills. Do you also want to learn French in the specialty - scientific, legal, economics - business and international trade - or develop French skills in professional communication? Check out our specialised French courses! Here are some examples of the great successes that Christel Felication
coached with Sion, who received his TCF-ANF with B1 level. This engineer successfully completed the DELF A2 with 95.5/100, continued to learn the language, and then passed the TCF-ANF. He sought to level B1 to apply for French citizenship ... well done, it's !  Congratulations to Hamza, a general practitioner who received his TCF-DAP After distancing
training with Christel, Hamza received a TCF-DAP with a B2 level, a successful goal of going to university! Right now, others are getting ready, like Pedro and Guillermo, for example! Learn about the support offered in the center (on computer or paper), how the tests will take place, how they are conducted, how each test will last, in what format the answer
sheet is available (see the candidate's guide downloaded on the CIEP website: The practice of answering questions on the basis of the environment: check boxes on the answer sheet (on paper) or clicking on the buttons on the screen. Read the instructions carefully. 2. Answer all the questions. 3. Manage your time well! The composition and unfolding the
beginning of the question is indicated to the candidate by a beep.  There are several question formats to open them in our training at TCF. The complexity of the issues is increasing, and their subject varies from one to the other. During an oral insight test, each question has a fixed duration, the transition to the next question is done automatically, without
your intervention. You have to wait until the end of the current question.  Warning: you will hear an audio document and a question only once; You will hear the question after hearing the audio document; the questions are not written in the candidate's booklet. Before the exam practice moving from one topic to another and stay focused for 30 minutes.
Practice listening and understanding audio documents with one to listen to. Practice answering questions after one listening to an audio document. Practice imagining words that can be uttered by characters featured in a photo or drawing. Listening to the audio document, write down the keywords and ideas of the document. Then, a little by a little, stop
writing these keywords and ideas and practice memorizing them. In life, you don't always have something to write down (paper, pen) that you hear. So is exam day. When listening to an audio document, practice what questions can be asked about this document. Listening to the audio document, teach yourself to quickly determine the communication
situation: who is talking to whom? What for? During the exam you will hear an audio document and a question only once: then listen carefully. For exercises related to the instruction Listen to the audio document and  Try reading four answers before listening to an audio document. Exercises of this test are a type of exercise in the hole. The instruction written
in the candidate's booklet is always the same: choose the correct answer. Practice the proposed exercises: remember, there is only one possible answer. You're the manager of your time. You can come back. If you hesitate too long, move on to the next question. The composition and deployment of the Exercises offered in this event always include: a
document to read; A written question in the candidate's booklet is four versions of the answers written in the candidate's booklet.   All these teachings are grouped under the instruction: Read the documents. For each question, choose the correct answer and check the box on the answer sheet. Before the exam, practice different methods of reading the text:
identify the keywords, scan the text to find specific information, determine the passage of the text on which the question is addressed, etc. You can come back. If you hesitate too long, move on to the next question. Read the question and four answers before reading the text of the document. 600 questions for learning before passing the TCF (French
Knowledge Test) with our free simulator, on your computer, tablet or phone. Test trains in real condition Select a series and answer questions with no time limit to progress at your own pace, or practice directly with grammar and understanding questions. Useful links to prepare for TCF (French Knowledge Test) Prepared ©paration to TCF: Preparing the TCF
Knowledge Test: Prepare © for various © ©© certification tests confirming your level of French ®man ... Good luck to all of you! TCF Portfolios: Prepare for various certification tests confirming your level of French proficiency.... Good luck to all of you! Knowledge of French (TCF) is a standardized certification of © to assess the level of French©®® skill
designed to © for people whose native language is not French, both in ©crit and oral. It is recommended to conduct © situations such ©, such as research in France or immigration ©. If you are not native French, it is a must-© to study in France if you want to © work or study in France. Full © © oral ©©-©-©. acquisition of French citizenship. Good work for
everyone! The French Knowledge Test (TCF) is a standardized certification to assess the level of French proficiency for people whose native language is not French, both written and colloquial. Recommended in many situations such as research in France or immigration procedures. If you are not a native French speaker, this is a mandatory part of your
race if you want to work or study in France. TCF is supplemented with an oral expression test also required to acquire French citizenship. Good work for all of you! Fast Card Map Tool Field: Preparing for TCF (TCF Preparation): Oral Understanding (Hearing Understanding) Language Structure Phrases/Texts to Be Completed (Written Understanding) Written
Understanding (Written Understanding) Vocabulary RFI Know; Siep; Didierfle; Practice DeepL: Super Translator Expressio: Idiomatic expressions in English and their French translation. (Idiot expressions in English and their translation into French.) Reverso: Translation, dictionary, conjugation, synonym, grammar... (Translation, dictionary, conjugation,
synonym, grammar...) Tools: to effectively prepare, analyze the basics and implement ... Tools: for effective training, an overview of the basics and practices of ... Tools to use without moderation throughout the training ... Common and TCF-specific vocabulary and point grammar. All little need to revise the basics and deepen their knowledge of grammar,
conjugation, vocabulary, English expressions ... Regardless of your level of French, you will find something here to satisfy you... Educational games, method points, exercises, courses, French expressions, thematic dialogues, language guide ... Review the core and beyond to improve your TCF score. Tools to use without moderation throughout the training
... A common and TCF-specific dictionary and grammar item. All you need to consider the basics and deepen your knowledge of grammar, conjugation, vocabulary, English expressions... Regardless of your level of French, you'll find here what you need... Educational games, method points, exercises, races, French expressions, thematic dialogues,
language guide ... Review the core and beyond to improve your TCF score. Tools... hundreds of courses, exercises and educational games See © and learn the basics of French and beyond... Find out © and choose from these different © ©© resources: TOOL BOX... Hundreds of races, exercises and educational games are waiting for you... Browse and
learn the basics of French and beyond... Discover and choose from these different educational resources: PASSONS NOW TO DIFFERENT TCF... NOW LET'S MOVE ON TO THE VARIOUS TCF TESTS...     Section 1: Oral © Understanding Section 1: Listening To Understanding Section 1 - TCF - Oral © Understanding This section is dedicated to © oral©
understanding lasts 25 minutes and contains 30 questions. To achieve © the success of this ©TF®proses, training, listening© on French radio and watching French movies are essential. Keep in mind that there are no negatives © TCF and © these questions need to be answered. To access the French nationality©, you must at least get 300 points in this
game. Section 1 - TCF - Listening to Understanding This section on listening understanding lasts 25 minutes and includes 30 questions. To succeed in this TCF test, learning, listening to French radio and watching movies in French are essential. Remember that there are no negative points for TCF and that all issues need to be resolved. To gain access to
French citizenship, you must get at least 300 points in this part. Elements allow © to assess their ability © understand French conversation© in particular: common words and phrases in everyday communication situations (dialogues, interviews, discussions in ©©, etc.) It will not be the bulk of public messages and announcements information about persons,
facts ©© not ©©©©© related to current© or personal, professional© or educational issues; Exhibitions© on specific or abstract topics; any speech © a standard ©bit. Listening to understanding (30 questions, 25 minutes) Elements assess your ability to understand spoken French, particularly: common words and expressions in everyday communication
situations (dialogues, interviews, interviews, telephone conversations, etc.); Most posts and public announcements Information about persons, facts or events in radio or television broadcasts related to current events or personal, professional or educational matters; Presentations on specific or abstract topics any speech delivered at a standard speed. Here
you have to analyze the photos. Each of the photos will be followed by sentences, only one of which is accurate. Beware, all (without written support). This section uses your oral understanding and your visual description skills, usually acquired throughout college and high school. 1- Analysis of photos - image description Here, you have to analyze the
photos. Each of the photos will be followed by sentences, only one of which is accurate. Beware, all offers are made orally (without written support). This part uses your oral understanding and visual description skills, usually acquired throughout your high school. Here you will listen to a number of questions without having written support. Each of the
questions will be followed by proposals, only one of which is fair. The questions follow each other relatively quickly. To succeed in this part, practice and method are essential. In addition to oral understanding, various pitfalls are waiting for you, so be prepared! 2- The questions and answers here, you will listen to a number of questions without written support.
Every question will be followed by proposals, only one of which is fair. The questions follow each other relatively quickly. To succeed in this part, practice and method are essential. In addition to listening to the understanding, there are various pitfalls waiting for you, so be prepared! The questions/Answers (question/answer) Here you will listen to dialogues
(some with visual effects) that will lead to written questions about dialogues. Each question will give you 4 possible answers, only one of which is correct. To succeed in this part, practice and method are essential. This exercise requires a great deal of concentration, as dialogues are sometimes a bit long. 3- Conversations Here, you'll listen to dialogues (some
with visuals), leading to written questions about dialogues. Each question will give you 4 possible answers, only one of which is correct. To succeed in this part, practice and method are essential. This exercise requires a high degree of concentration because the dialogues are sometimes a bit long. Conversations Here you will encounter quite long
presentations (monolags). Each presentation leads to three questions, followed by four possible answers, only one of which is correct. Unlike the previous test, this is not a dialogue, but a presentation (monolga), so there is only one speaker. It's no secret to succeed in this game, you have to listen to as much English as possible in different situations and
language registers as you can! 4- Monologues Here, you will encounter a rather long (monolingual) presentation. Each presentation is followed by three questions, followed by four possible answers, only one of which is correct. the previous test is not a dialogue, but a presentation (monolithic), so there is only one speaker. It's no secret to succeed in this part,
you should listen to as much English as possible in different situations and language registers as you can! Monologues To improve your French language, you need to review and purchase new vocabulary words. To help you do this, we've put together themed lists with flash cards that will allow you to browse and learn more effectively. Purchasing this
dictionary will allow you to better understand the various documents that will be presented to you on TCF. English/dictionary. To improve your French, you need to revise and purchase new vocabulary. To help you do this, we've compiled here themed lists with flash card exercises that will allow you to browse and learn more efficiently. Purchasing this
dictionary will allow you to better understand the various documents that will be presented to you on TCF. Thematic Dictionary: English/French (section 2 - Mastering the language structure Section 2 - Mastering the language structure This section on the structure of the French language lasts 20 minutes and contains 20 questions. To achieve the best
success of this TCF test, learning, listening to French radio and watching films in French are important. Learning, listening to French radio and watching films in French are important. , 20 minutes) Elements evaluate the ability to identify and select the correct formulations in syntax and lexical structures. The questions are always related to communication
situations and the French or French-speaking context. During this event you will be asked to complete a series of sentences and texts with holes, mainly on French grammatical and lexical knowledge. To pass this test, you will need to revise the syntax, basic vocabulary, time and various grammatical forms. A So you need to update ... But a little preparation,
logic and memorization should be enough to quickly increase your score! 1- Phrases / Text to be completed ... During this test, you will be asked to fill in a number of suggestions and fill in the gaps, mainly regarding French grammar and lexical knowledge. To pass this test, you will need to view the syntax, basic vocabulary, time and various grammatical
forms. Therefore, a small race for retraining is required.... But a little practice, logic and memorization should be enough to quickly increase your score! Phrases/texts that will be completed to improve your French language, you need to review and purchase new vocabulary words. To help you do this, we've put together themed lists with flash cards that will
allow you to browse and learn more effectively. Purchasing this dictionary will allow you to better understand the various documents that will be presented to you on TCF. English/dictionary. To improve your French, you need to revise and purchase new vocabulary. To help you do this, we've compiled here themed lists with flash card exercises that will allow
you to browse and learn more efficiently. Purchasing this dictionary will allow you to better understand the various documents that will be presented to you on TCF. Thematic Vocabulary: English/French Section 3 - TCF - Written Understanding Section 3 - TCF - Written Understanding This section on written understanding lasts 45 minutes and contains 30
questions. He uses a variety of writing skills, including grammar and vocabulary issues in context. To succeed in this TCF test, learning, reading magazines, websites or books in English are essential. This part of the exam also requires a revision of the main vocabulary, syntax and grammatical rules and time. Don't just read or test. Take the time to write
texts, memorize long lists of vocabulary, grammar points, phrase twists. Yes, you will have to make an effort, devote time to making sheets, writing small texts,... but in the end, the effort pays off! This section on reading understanding lasts 45 minutes and includes 30 questions. It uses a variety of reading skills, including grammar and vocabulary questions in
context. To succeed in this TCF test, learning, reading magazines, websites or books in English is essential. Teh основной словарный запас, синтаксических и грамматических правил и времени также необходимы для этой части экзамена. Не просто читать или тестировать. Найде время, чтобы написать тексты, запомнить длинные списки
лексики, грамматики точек, предложение оказывается. Да, вам придется приложить усилия, посвятить время составлению листов, написанию коротких текстов,... но в конце концов, усилия окупаются! Items test your ability©'s © understand: familiar names, words and phrases that are very simple© in communication situations (friendly or
administrative letters); 'contained in 'small ads', 'timetables'. Persons, facts or ©v© (personal letters); common language texts about daily life or work; reports in which authors take a stand on concrete or abstract subjects; long and complex factual or literal©s articles, special©©'s articles; abstract texts or excerpts from books, articles ©cialis©s, literal©rary
works. The ©sentatives of what can be read in France or in the United States. Письменное понимание (30 вопросов, 45 минут) Элементы проверяют вашу способность понимать: знакомые имена, очень простые слова и предложения, используемые в коммуникационных ситуациях (дружественные или административные сообщения и
письма); информация, содержащаяся в текущих документах (классифицированные объявления, листовки, меню и расписания и т.д.); информация о лицах, фактах или событиях (личные письма); тексты на повседневном языке, связанные с повседневной жизнью или работой; статьи и обзоры, в которых авторы занять позицию по
конкретным или абстрактным темам; длинные и сложные фактические или литературные тексты, специализированные статьи; абстрактные или сложные тексты из книг, специализированных статей, литературных произведений. Документы являются репрезентативными для того, что можно прочитать во Франции или во
франкоязычных странах. © your French©©,© it is© necessary to re©vis and acquire new vocabulary©. Help you there we have here ©matic lists accompanied©s exercises in the form of flash cards that will allow you to re©vis and learn . The acquisition of this vocabulary will allow you to better understand the different ©rents - that will be ©© during the
TCF. Словарь французского/английского языка. Чтобы улучшить свой французский язык, необходимо пересмотреть и приобрести новые словарные слова. Чтобы помочь вам сделать это, мы составили здесь тематические списки с упражнениями в виде флеш-карт, которые позволят вам просмотреть и узнать Effectively. Acquiring this
this will allow you to better understand the various documents that will be presented to you at TCF. Thematic©Almatic Vocabulary: English/English/ Section 4 - TCF - Full ©famy section 4 - TCF - Additional oral expression tests (maximum 15 minutes interview). You should get at least 6/20 in this © access to French nationality©. Expression - ©crit (1:45
minutes) Two additional tests: Oral expression (maximum 15 minutes). You must get at least 6/20 in this part to get French citizenship. Written expression (1 hour 45 minutes) Oral test is done © individually in the form of a personal interview with the examiner. This © has 3 tasks, one of which has ©paration time. These 3 © to evaluate a candidate at six
levels of the European ©© general ©f©©f©s (from A1 to C2). The interview is recorded ©, © © first by the examiner, and then sent to the CES for © assessment. Therefore, each product is subject to a double system of © correction. Task Description: Task 1 - Director© care without © training. Exchange © ©: 2 minutes Goal of the task: the candidate
demonstrates his ability© ©change with the person he ® knows (examiner). Challenge 2 - Exercise interacting with ©paration. Dur©e: 5 minutes 30 minutes (including 2 minutes© preparation during which the candidate is allowed© take short notes) Target: the candidate demonstrates his ability© to receive information in a daily situation. The status of the
interlocutor and candidate is ready© in © instructions. Tede 3 Expression in terms of non-©paration. © trade©: 4 minutes 30 Goal of the task: the candidate demonstrates his ability© speak spontaneously©economic, continuous and convincingly in answering ©responsive question chosen by the examiner. The candidate does not ©© ability©: to talk about
himself, his environment, family and professional; ask questions © are bound © communication situation to express their opinion and explain the pros and cons of the © project by expressing their consent and© agreement; make © clear and structured argument© appropriate in a style that is appropriate© with context; ©© complex © complex © structured,
evolving and ©. Oral expression interview). You must get at least 6/20 in this part to get French citizenship. The oral expression test is conducted individually in the form of a personal interview with the examiner. This test includes 3 tasks, one of which has preparation time. These three tasks assess the candidate at six levels of the Common European
Reference Scale (A1 to C2). The interview is recorded, evaluated for the first time by an expert, and then sent to CIEP for a second evaluation. Therefore, each product undergoes a systematic double correction. Task Description : Task 1 - Director interviews without preparation. Exchange duration: 2 minutes Goal: The candidate demonstrates the ability to
interact with a person he or she does not know (examiner). Challenge 2 - Exercise in interaction with preparation. Duration: 5 minutes 30 minutes (including 2 minutes of preparation during which the candidate is allowed to take short notes) The goal of the task: the candidate demonstrates the ability to receive information in a daily life situation. The status of
the contact person and candidate is specified in the instructions. Challenge 3 - Expression of a point of view without preparation. Duration: 4 minutes 30 Goal: The candidate demonstrates the ability to speak spontaneously, continuously and convincingly, answering the question chosen by the examiner. The candidate is judged by his or her ability: to talk
about him, his surroundings, family and professional; Ask questions adapted to the proposed communication situation; express your opinion and explain the pros and cons of the project, express their agreement and disagreement; Present a clear and structured argument in a contextual style; they present complex topics in detail and structure, develop them
and conclude them. Cette ©preuve comprend trois t'ches se pr©sentant dans un ordre de difficult© croissant. Description de t'ches : t'che 1 : r©daction d'un post for d©crire, raconter et/ou expliquer, adress© - un ou plusursie destinataires, don't le statut a©t© pr©cis© dans la consigne. Nombre de mots attendu: minimum 60 mots/maximum 120 mots. Tho
che 2 : R©daction d'un article, d'un courrier, d'une note, l'intention de plusieurs destinataires pour faire un compte rendu d'exp©rience ou un r©cit. Comptes rendus et r©cits seront accompagn©'s de commentaires, d'opinions ou d'arguments, en fonction d'un objectif (coffers: revendiquer, se r©concilier, ). Nombre de mots attendu' : minimum 120
mots/maximum 150 mots. Teo-che 3 : r©daction d'un texte (pour un magazine, un internet site, un colle gg, un sup©rieur hi©rarchique,) qui' compare deux dots de vue sur un fait de soci©t©, exprim© dans deux documents courts and simple documents de 90 mots environ chacun. Le candidat prend position sur le lem © dans les deux documents. Nombre
de mots attendu' : minimum 120 mots/maximum 180 mots. Soit entre 40 et 60 mots pour la 1e' partie de la t'che et entre 80 et 120 mots pour la 2e' partie de la t'che. Le candidat est ©valu© sur sa capacit©: communique un post de fa'on claire; Donner le Information Demand©es; d©crire, raconter, expliquer; justifier un choix, une position, une ©cision,
encha®ner des id©es et faire preuve de coh©rence dans son discours; deux comparator indicates de vue; exprimer son avis et l'argumenter; un vocabulaire et des structures adapt©'s la t'che demand©e'; Tre capable de faire une zse et de reformuler. Written expression (60 minutes) This test involves three tasks in order of increasing complexity. Task
Description: Task 1: Writing a message to describe, tell, and/or explain to one or more recipients whose status is listed in the instruction. Expected number of words: minimum 60 words/maximum 120 words. Task 2: Writing articles, letters, notes,... for multiple recipients to write an account of experience or history. Reports and stories will be accompanied by
comments, opinions or arguments depending on the purpose (e.g., approval, agreement,...). Expected number of words: at least 120 words/maximum 150 words. Challenge 3: Writing a text (for a newspaper, website, colleague, boss,...), which compares two points of view on public fact expressed in two short and simple documents of 90 words each. The
candidate takes a position on this issue, addressed in both documents. Expected number of words: at least 120 words/maximum 180 words. This is 40 to 60 words for the first part of the task and 80 to 120 words for the second part of the task. The candidate is judged by his or her ability: to convey the message in a clear side; Provide the requested
information describe, tell, explain; justify choice, position, decision,... .. ; Connect ideas and be consistent in your speech; Compare the two points of view express your opinion and argue with him; Use vocabulary and structures adapted to the task at hand; be able to synthesize and reformulate. Pour ame©liorer votre fran'ais, il est n©cessaire de r©viser et
d'acqu'©rir de nouve motaux de vocabulaire. Pour vous y aider nous avons regrouping ici des listes th©matiques accompagn©es d'exercices sous la forme de flash cards qui vous permettront de r©viser et d'apprendre plus efficiency. L'acquisition de ce vocabulaire vous permettra de mieux comprendre les diff©rents documents qui vous seront pr©sent©s du
The Dictionary of French/English. To improve your French, you need to revise and purchase new vocabulary. To help you do this, we've compiled here themed lists with flash card exercises that will allow you to browse and learn more efficiently. Purchasing this dictionary will allow you to better understand the various documents that will be presented to you
on TCF. Vocabulaire th©matique : anglais/fran'ais (Thematic Dictionary: English/French) Resources and Consultant...   Websites de © TCF (TCF training sites) Incontournables pour se confronter a la r©alit© du TCF. Tests Ne vous frottez pas trop t't and ces diff©rents. Travaillez d'abord quotidiennement votre anglais, creusez vos erreurs... avant-garde
passer de tests blancs du TCF. (You need to confront the reality of TCF. Don't get into these different tests too early. before you pre-empt TCF tests.) TV5Monde (TCF) : Familiarisez-vous avec les issues propos©es dans les sessions du TCF. De nombreux tests vous attendent ici. (Check out the questions offered at TCF sessions. RFI savoir : entrai®nes-
vous dans les conditions d'examen au Test de Connaissance du Fran'ais avec RFI et le CIEP. (Practice in the conditions of the test for the test de-Renaissance du Francois with RFI and CIEP.) Le Ciep : diffe©rente tests TCF to advertise the public, TCF DAP, TCF for l'acc' s la nationalit© fan'aise, TCF quebec, , TCF for la carte de ©ident en France, TCF
Canada. (Ciep: various TCF tests for broad can be found in France, TCF DAP, TCF for access to French citizenship, TCF quebec, TCF for obtaining residence permits in France, TCF Canada.) Didierfle (que sur ordinateur : n©cessite le plugin Flash Player) : compr©hension orale, structure de la langue, compre©hension ©crite. (computer only: requires
Flash Player plug-in): listening compreiciency, language structure, written understanding. Sites d'A©changes linguistics (language exchange sites) Sites d'apprentissage du Francois (French learning sites) Sites de vid©os en anglais (English video sites) M©thodologie (methodology) Assistant m©thodologique : d©breouvrez de nomuses r©viser et vous
organizer plus efficiency. Ses m©todes et conseils ne sont pas sp©cifiques au TCF, mais vous serviront pour tous vos examens et©preuves que ce soit dans un milieu professionnelou scolaire. (Discover many resources to learn, consider and organize yourself more effectively. These methods and recommendations are not specific to TCF, but will be useful
for all your exams and tests, whether in a professional or academic environment.) Pratique (Practical) DeepL : super traducteur (super translator) Expressio : Expressions English and their French translation. (Idiot expressions in English and their translation into French.) Reverso: Translation, dictionary, conjugation, synonym, grammar... (Translation,
dictionary, conjugation, synonym, grammar...) General recommendations©©als... Yes, preparation for TCF © work and will require a lot of work to © prepare. Organize! Identify work ranges during the week, © of the day,... Identify the periods © years© in which you can work more... Finally, © according to the schedule (re©alist) to which you will observe as
much as possible. Do not © this graph if it proves unrealistic© ineffective. You © goals: what kind of score do you want to get on TCF? What do you want to work on in ©, at what speed, how will I measure my progress,... The work © regularly and gradually. Don't go too fast, take the time to get it right, © © your mistakes, your difficulties©, your way of
working... Read the press in French... Watch movies in VO Make Cards ©think and practice daily or as ©comatly possible (even a little) alternative activities© don't wear out and enjoy what you're doing ©F©lice to your teaching methods, ©toody learning, adopt techniques that work © you and give up those that don't suit you. Take the time to take stock of
your learning and ©© assess your goals: the journey © is already complete© what you need to do© to determine © priorities ...... What is the structure of TCF? TCF has a very specific structure. This © the mandatory part and then the optional part. Mandatory tests (last©e 1 hour and 25 minutes): Oral ©scal (25 minutes and 29 questions): You hear several
different media© and you have to answer © questions about recordings© understanding. Structures and language® skill (15 minutes and 18 questions): you must© answer grammatical questions, identify false structures, choose the correct sentence, or associate expressions with their meaning. ©©©kright (45 minutes and 29 questions): you have to©
answer questions of understanding© understanding, except to work with various texts© such as posters, official messages, excerpts from the works. Additional ©: You must produce three French texts, different formats©rent, and addressed© to different© audience. Oral expression: you should speak for 15 with the examiner. You will also have time to
prepare© question. Throughout © training, use our toolkit ® help you practice and upgrade. This tool®box is complete© © not©tl in reading the French press, your news ©©ections, your film screenings or documentaries in the V.O. ... TCF for access to French citizenship© (ANF) Proposed© since January 2012 TCF for access to French citizenship© (TCF
ANF) has ©©t©© specifically designed to respond © new provisions, introduced mini interior French (from 2011©©1265 October 11, 2011) setting at the oral level of B1 (October 11©© 2011© On ©st©st© oral understanding and expression tests) required level in French for applicants for French citizenship©. The French authorities © as an exception, TCF
certificates © t© oral ©restaical and TCF for quebec ©bes (composed© at least ©© oral understanding and oral expression tests) from the level of B1. Holders of DELF B1, B2 or DALF C1, C2 degrees are also © released © part of the test. For information about TCF to access French citizenship© (ANF), we advise you to read ©gravity© frequently asked
questions. TCF for access to French © (TCF-ANF) consists of two mandatory ©: oral © understanding (29 questions). The result © this ©: 30 minutes. Modality© passing: the collective exam room. oral expression (3 tasks). The result © this ©: 12 minutes. Modality©: one-on-one interviews with the examiner. From January 1, 2012, candidates for citizenship©
will have to prove that they are learning French at the oral level of B1 (i.® e. in © events © listen, take part in the conversation, express themselves verbally continuously© European ©f©f©f©ring Framework. For TCF, this B1 level is achieved when a candidate receives a joint score: a score of at least 300 points per ©-© oral understanding test; 6/20 score for
the © oral test. Where to register © TCF© the nearest© to your home can find out about: dates of registration sessions© to process the place of ©suchness course. Which TCF to go through? Indeed, the test exists under 4 versions. They ©©©© to meet the © © expectations of various institutions© agencies. To find out which TCF to choose is Your situation:
TCF TP (TCF All Public) TCF DAP (TCF for University©) TCF ANF (TCF for French Citizenship©) TCF (TCF for quebec©) TCF TP, or TCF all public TCF core. It consists of 3 © mandatory © (understanding©prise©, oral understanding© understanding and structure and knowledge of the language). Then there are two additional © (oral and written
expression© expression) that you will pass if your university © or another institution asks you to do so. DAP TCF, or © app, is designed to © © students. If you want to register for the first year© a bachelor's degree (L1) ©, or an © an architect's school in France, you must add a TCF DAP certificate to your registration application. It consists © of mandatory
3©, and ©© test. You are asked © if you are not French, or a French- and minimum score © equivalent to the B2 level is required. TCF ANF, or for French citizenship©, is demded© for French citizenship©. It consists © only of ©-tregs of oral and oral © understanding. Therefore, it is addressed © to people who wish to become a French citizen, if you are
married©s a French person, or you want to exercise your land right because you© were born in France. You have to get a minimum B1 level in each © test to be allowed. TCF, or for quebec©, is a ©-veterinarian to go through if you want to move© to quebec. To live in ©, you must accompany your visa with a TCF-I certificate. You have to get a minimum B2
level for the success of ©. It is addressed to everyone © wishing to get a permanent visa for© quebec, even if you are French! How do you choose TCF? The choice of TCF depends primarily on what you want to do© with it. Depending on your project, you will not be asked to go through the same ©, or receive the same notes. There are 4 great versions of
TCF. The shortest TCF is called © all public. So you go through ©© 3© and maybe 1 or 2 additional ©. It is designed for © who want to test themselves in French. Then there is TCF for pre-© application (TCF DAP). This is © for people who want to sign up for the first © ©. You are asked to provide this version of the test because it has the necessary
3©proposes, as well as ©© test. This TCF © with requirements University©. If you wish to apply for French naturalization, you must accompany your TCF ANF dossier (for French citizenship©). This version of TCF consists of 2 ©: oral © and oral © and oral expression. Finally, if you want to move to quebec, © must also accompany your TCF file to
quebec©bec. This version of the test includes 3© mandatory tests and © oral test. It meets © immigration requirements © © may require you to © issue a permanent visa.   TCF rating? Whatever you © take, you will receive a certificate © the result after © passed the exam. The TCF score is included with a score of 100© 699 points. This bar is divided © 6
levels, which corresponds to 6 levels of TCF. These levels correspond to the levels of the CECRL, © the European language system©. So, in addition to the 699 points, your certificate will indicate your level (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2) and © not your related© skills© at this level. All types of TCF follow this © scale. Each candidate receives: ©© level of © and
©© the results are ©©© valid two years after the ©©. There are 6 levels on TCF... Level score LEVEL CECRL 1100 - 199 A1 2200 - 299 A2 3300 - 399 B1 4400 - 499 B 2 5500 - 599 C1 6600© - 699 C2 Different levels of THE CEC FIRST level, or © level, corresponds to A1 level. You have a basic level, you understand the specific situations of everyday life,
if your interlocutor speaks slowly. You communicate in a simple way. The second level, or © level of ©, corresponds to the level of A2. Your skills in French are a little more ©©. You understand individual phrases©. You can communicate in common situations, by simple means. The third level, or ©, corresponds to the level of B1. Your knowledge of French
is effective but limited©. You © travel, and talk to you briefly about your © centers. The fourth level, or Advanced ©©©, is B2. Your knowledge of French is usually © ©. You understand the essence of texts, even complex ones. You can participate in the conversation by giving your opinion. Teh level, or higher ©, corresponds to C1. You have a good
knowledge of French. You understand demanding texts and implicit ©. When you speak, you speak freely, in a structured ©. The sixth level, or advanced upper ©, © to C2. You speak freely, in different ©, and in © way. You understand almost everything you read or hear. How much does TCF cost? The CWT exam costs most often about 110 for 3©
mandatory tests. If you have to pass the ©© test, you will need to add 40 and 50' for an oral interview. However, it is the examination centers that set the price of the FTC. The list of ©© centers is closest to your home. When is the right time to sign up for TCF TEST? There are many exam sessions every year in France, but it is important © your place as
soon as possible if only © your © schedule. If you want © to school © requires it, don't wait until the last minute to sign up for the session. It is best to © and try to pass it several times until you reach the required score (if you have a budget). At the end of university, just before the big plunge into active life is definitely the best time to pass the TCF. Advice and
recommendations on ©procriminal: arrival for 30-45 © the start of the test; Don't forget your identity© and the black pen; Carefully © with the instructions of the manager. Listen to © documents and questions because you will hear them once; Read the instructions well. Read the questions carefully and use the time on the © ©, ©, not© answer randomly; If ©,
go to the next question. © on the answer sheet, ©© not write anything on the booklet. Good job for all of you!! cours pour preparer tcf pdf
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